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We remain the UK market leader for stone and mosaic garden furniture, offering a varied choice of sizes, styles and designs 
of tables made from natural riven stone and slate.

A range of chairs complement our tables and products are available individually or by pallet deals which offer the best 
value.

Our “Exclusive Garden” collection has become hugely successful since its introduction.  The collection, as the name implies, 
is made to our own exclusive designs to a very high quality.

Our “Exclusive Garden” range is sold as sets, with chairs which have been specially designed to coordinate with the 
tables.  

Our “Summer Terrace” collections comprise of tables with tops of ceramic mosaic tiles and “Werzalit” laminates, coupled 
with our best selling chair styles. They are modestly priced, and sold as pallet deals to offer the best possible value.

Our “Byron Manor” label denotes products made to exceptionally high standards using only the fi nest materials available, 
by craftsmen who take a real pride in their trade.  Rigorous quality controls ensure our “Byron Manor” products give years 
of satisfactory service.

Nardi of Italy is a long established manufacturer of resin furniture of the highest quality, and for the UK market we stock 
a  selection of styles and colours of their designer fi breglass and resin mix products; also 4 colours of their renowned Alfa 
lounger. Nardi products are suitable for commercial use as well as for the domestic market. 
 

The “Trabella” collections of resin furniture are new for this season, and include an ‘every-day’ range of ‘mix-and-match’ 
tables and chairs plus matching loungers, and also ‘mid range’ settings.  The collection as a whole offers excellent value for 
money.



110cm MARBLE STONE

VERMONT

BM-028

MONTPELLIER

BM-022
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VERONA Chair

FP/184

Steel - Resin Weave

H:96 x W:52 x D:67cm

STOCKHOLM Chair

FP/118

Aluminium - Resin Weave

H:90 x W:58 x D:60cm

STOCKHOLM Chair

FP/119

MONTPELLIER - VERONA

4.3 4.9 4.9 60 61

The high-back “Stockholm” chairs have aluminium frames 
woven with 4-strand effect resin wicker in choice of 

black or dark brown.  With top quality zipped and piped 
cushion included, it is a very comfortable armchair, which 

will stack for storage.

The “Verona” scroll back armchair has a steel frame, 
powder-coated black, and a seat woven in dark brown 

resin wicker.

The beautiful “Montpellier” table has an intricate mosaic 
design top of Travertine in beige with contrasting tiles
of Dark Emperador Marble in mid and dark browns.

The table edge is of travertine and the top is mounted on 
a sturdy steel pedestal style leg assembly, powder coated 

in black.
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CHARLESTON

BM-010

152 x 96cm MARBLE STONE

VERMONT - STOCKHOLM

88

The lovely “Vermont” circular table 
(pictured below right) and the 
“Charleston” rectangular table 
(pictured on front cover) are 
constructed predominantly of 

warm terra-cotta colour 
Noce Travertine with 

contrasting brown band of 
Dark Emperador Marble. 

 
The table edges are of travertine, and 
the table tops are mounted on very 
sturdy steel leg assemblies which are 

powder-coated black.
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100cm CERAMIC

LANGLEY

BM-046

The “Langley” table top is of 
ceramic tiles with a smooth 

surface, predominantly of warm 
terra-cotta colouring with 
contrasting beige edge and 

feature band. It has a tiled edge 
and the top is mounted on sturdy 
steel pedestal style leg assembly, 

powder-coated black.

LANGLEY - VERONA

59
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BURLINGTON

BM-007

152 x 96cm CERAMIC

HAMPTON

BM-010

152 x 96cm CERAMIC

HAMPTON - STOCKHOLM

88

88

Both the “Burlington” and “Hampton” 
rectangular tables have tops of ceramic tiles 

with a smooth surface. 
The “Burlington” (featured on inside front cover) 
is predominantly grey in colour with a Greek Key 

design feature band in gold and brown.
The “Hampton” (featured right) is predominantly 
warm terra-cotta in colour with edge and feature 
band in beige. The edges are tiled and the tops are 
mounted on sturdy steel leg assemblies, powder 

coated in black.
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100cm NATURAL STONE

MONTEREY

BM-058

107cm NATURAL STONE

COLORADO

BM-073

MONTEREY - STOCKHOLM LANGLEY - VERONA

The rustic style “Monterey” dining table 
has a riven surface top of natural stone 
and slate, laid mosaic style. It has a stone 
edge, and the top is mounted on a sturdy 

pedestal style steel leg assembly, 
powder-coated black.

60

56

The “Langley” is a combined Firepit and 
Dining Table, the top being of riven 

surface natural stone and slate in rustic 
colouring. It has a stone edge and is 

supplied with cooking grill and 
spark-arresting domed mesh lid and it is 
mounted on a sturdy decorative steel leg 

assembly, powder-coated black.
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122cm FIBRE

ST MALO

BM-037

The generously proportioned “St Malo” 
table top is constructed of a composite 

material consisting of fi bre-glass and 
fi bre -reinforced concrete. It has an 

embossed design fi nish with 
a smooth edge. The outer ring and inner 
circle are dark brown, with a hint of gold, 

and the inner ring is light beige.
Supported on a steel pedestal style 
leg assembly which is fi nished with 

a black powder coat.

ST MALO - STOCKHOLM

59



CLANDON ARLINGTON
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The materials used in this range include ceramic 
tile mosaic, glass tile mosaic and hand-cut riven 

slate.The sturdy leg assemblies are electro-
plated and powder-coated in black.

The chairs are made from steel, electro-plated 
and powder-coated in black and they are then 

hand-woven with weather-resistant resin 
wicker.

BERWICK

ZG/0BRWK6-02BWK0 ZG/0THNT6-02TNT0

60cm - NATURAL STONE

ZG/0CLND6-02KNG0

THORNTON

ZG/0ARLT6-02KNG0

60cm - CERAMIC60cm - GLASS

DALTONBELMONT

ZG/0BLMT7-02KNG0 ZG/0DALT7-02KNG0

76cm - NATURAL STONE

CLANDON SQUARE

ZG/0CLSQ8-02KNG0

71cm - NATURAL STONE

BERWICK SET

ZG/0BRWK6-02BWK0

14

10.5 10.5 18 18 24 24



10ARLINGTON-KINGSWOOD

ZG/0ARLT6-02KNG0
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BELMONTARLINGTON

ZG/0ARLT9-04KNG0 ZG/0BLMT9-04KNG0

91cm - NATURAL STONE

CLANDON SQUARE

ZG/0CLSQ8-04KNG0

71cm - NATURAL STONE

ARLINGTON-KINGSWOOD

ZG/0ARLT9-04KNG0

No two natural riven stone tables are alike.  Because 
they are hand made from natural materials, stone 

colours will vary, and there may be some fi ssures and 
imperfections. Riven stone of course has an uneven 

surface, and there can be variations in level of adjacent 
stones.  Grout is mixed and applied by hand, and may 
vary in colour from the photographs on these pages 

which are intended only as a guide.

14 37 37
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KINGSWOOD Chair

H:90 x W:53 x D:60cm

BELMONT - KINGSWOOD

ZG/0BLMT9-04KNG05.4



VILLENA POMPEITOBARRA

FM/163 FM/167

60cm - NATURAL STONE

FM/169

ONDARA ORBA

FM/132 FM/172

76cm - NATURAL STONE

13

VILLENA - MALAGA POMPEI - VERONA

18 18 18 24 24



MURCIA Chair

FP/170

H:88 x W:53 x D:54cm

14ORBA - MURCIA

We are proud to again present our 
best-selling table designs, from our 
ever-popular ‘tea-for-two’ sets in 

60 cms. and 76 cms. sizes, (shown on 
these 2 pages) through to our 91 cms. 

four-seat patio sets (shown on the 
following 2 pages.)  

All are constructed from natural riven 
stone and slate, though note the unusual 

and attractive moulded fl oral feature 
band incorporated in the “Villena.”

Table legs and chairs frames are of steel, 
powder-coated in black.

Being hand-made from natural 
materials, no two tables are alike, and 
stone and grout colours may vary from 
the photographs on these pages which 

are intended only as a guide.

3.9



POMINOALICANTEGRANADA

91cm - NATURAL STONE

15

FM/175FM/129 FM/131

MALAGA Chair

FP/168

H:88 x W:53 x D:54cm

No two natural riven stone tables are alike.  Because 
they are hand made from natural materials, stone 

colours will vary, and there may be some fi ssures and 
imperfections. Riven stone of course has an uneven 

surface, and there can be variations in level of adjacent 
stones.  Grout is mixed and applied by hand, and may 
vary in colour from the photographs on these pages 

which are intended only as a guide.

GRANADA - MALAGA

3.937 37 37

We offer a good choice of chairs at 
varying price points, and so you can 
‘mix-and-match’ according to the 
retail price level you are aiming for. 

Most of our chairs are made from steel, 
electro-plated and powder-coated in 

black.  They are then hand-woven with 
weather-resistant resin wicker.



16POMINO - MALAGA



NOVA TALL BRAVA LOW

NOVABRAVAVERDE

17

60cm - CERAMIC

VERDE

90cm - CERAMIC

MODENA Chair

FP/162

H:88 x W:53 x D:54cm

SM/492

H.70cm - Plantstands - H.35cm

SM/481

VERDE - SAN REMO

SM/500

NOVA - MODENA

SM/522

8.5 7.5 3.9

36

17 17 17

Available in “Verde,” “Brava” and “Nova” designs.



KALMAR - MODENA 18

60cm - LAMINATE TOP

FLEURETTA

FLEURETTA KALMAR

SAN REMO Chair

FP/154

H:76 x W:53 x D:63cm

90cm - LAMINATE TOP

ST/542

FLEURETTA - SAN REMO

ST/586

Shown on the facing page are our ceramic 
tiled mosaic “Verde,” “Brava and “Nova” 

2-seat sets and “Verde” 4-seat set, offered 
with either the ever-popular “San Remo” 

chair or the higher back “Modena.”
On this page are our 60 cms. and 90 cms. 

genuine “Werzalit” top tables, 
with same choice of chairs.

All are sold as sets only and pallet deals, 
offering exceptional value-for-money, are 

available

3.7

6.7 6.7

12.9
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The “Trabella” Collections are new for this year, and 
offer something just a little different.

They are moulded from high-quality 
resin / polypropylene in various colours, some more 

vibrant than others!

We offer an ‘Every-Day’ selection shown on 
pages 19 - 22) and a ‘Mid-Range’ selection on 

pages 23 - 26.

BRESCIA SET (LIME)

ZT-LBRCAC-02LBRC

12.5

BARI TABLE

TB-573

H:50 x W:44 x D:44cm

2.1

The “Brescia” Set 
comprises folding table and 2 
folding chairs and is available in 

White, Anthracite and Lime. 
Ideal for picnics, camping and 

caravanning

TABLE: H:70 x W:79 x D:72cm
CHAIR: H:78 x W:44 x D:41cm

BRESCIA SET

Available in White, Green,
Anthracite, Taupe, Blue,

Lime & Pink
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ANDRIA RELAX

6 x COLOURS

H:86 x W:75 x D:86cm

5

ANDRIA ROCKER BARS

TB-551

2.8The relax-height “Andria” chair 
is available in White, Anthracite, 

Taupe, Blue, Lime & Pink
and the optional Rocker Bars 

convert it into a comfy Rocking 
Chair



21 TERAMO 4 - PARMA

TURIN - PARMA

This is a ‘mix-and-match’ range 
from our ‘Every-Day’ Collection 

comprising of 3 tables and choice of a  
stacking armchair and a multi-position 
recliner chair, available in dark green 

and anthracite.

The reclining chair (“Palermo”) is also 
available in white as a stand-alone item, 
or maybe opt for a pair coupled with the 

“Bari” side table.

The “Pesaro” Lounger and “Potenza” 
Wheeled Lounger are available in Green, 

Anthracite & White
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TERAMO 6

TB-736

W:165 x D:110cm

TERAMO 4

TB-734

W:137 x D:88cm

TURIN

W:79 x D:79cm

PARMA

TB-742

H:89 x W:60 x D:62cm

PALERMO

TB-746

H:108 x W:58 x D:62cm

PESARO

TB-771

H:109 x W:108 x D:60cm

POTENZA

TB-791

H:101 x W:195 x 72cm

TB-733

7.4 11 15.5

13.58

3.4 6.8
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Confi gure your own 4-seat or 6-seat settings from 
the ‘Mid-Range’ “Roma” square or rectangular 
planked-effect tables coupled with the “Siena” 
armchair or “Roma” benches, or of course a 

combination.

The “Roma” rectangular table and bench 
combination in white, shown on the facing page, 

is available only as a set.

ROMA RECTANGULAR

TB-812

W:138 x D:78cm

ROMA SQUARE

W:78 x D:78cm

TB-811

8.5 11.5

ROMA RECTANGULAR - SIENA

SIENA

TB-848

H:82 x W:60 x D:54cm

3.4

ROMA BENCH PK2

TB-816-2

H:45 x W:60 x D:38cm

2.9



VENICE Sofa Set

24

ROMA SQUARE - ROMA BENCH

ROMA RECTANGULAR - ROMA BENCH

ROMA RECTANGULAR - ROMA BENCH
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SALERNO

TB-842

W:150 x D:90cm

13.5

SICILY PK2

TB-849-2

H:89 x W:59 x D:57cm

5

SALERNO - SICILY
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SALERNO - SIENA

SICILY TABLE

TB-850

H:40 x W:53 x D:53cm

4.3

LIVORNO SET

ZT-A1-LIVORNO

44.3

VENICE SET

ZT-A1-VENICE

30
The “Salerno” table with wicker effect edge and legs in 
Anthracite can be coupled with the “Siena” stacking 

armchair (as shown above) or with the moulded 
wicker-effect “Sicily” armchair (shown on facing page.)  
The “Sicily” chairs are supplied fl at-packed in 2’s, for 

simple home assembly requiring no tools, and come with 
a seat cushion.

Shown below, a pair of “Sicily” armchairs with the 
“Sicily” storage coffee table

The “Venice” suite above comprises of 2 Armchairs W:72.5cms. a 
2-seat Sofa W:133cms. and a Coffee Table  W:78 x D:55cms. Supplied 

complete with seat cushions.

The “Livorno” suite below with moulded wicker-effect panels comprises 
of 2 Armchairs W:73cms. a 2-seat Sofa W:128cms and a Coffee Table 

W:76 x D:53cms.  Supplied complete with seat and back cushions.
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BISTROT

ND/169

H:83 x W:49 x D:54cm

STEP

ND/149

61cm

STEP - BISTROT

STEP - BIT STEP - NET

The Step bistro style table is supplied with tall and low pedestals giving you a choice 
of 40 or 76 cms. heights.  It is very sturdy, simplicity itself to assemble without tools 
and offers a contemporary feel.  The construction is of a polypropylene and glass-fi bre 
composition. The pedestal and three legs  are weighted to offer enhanced stability and 

strength;  fi nished with a matt effect.

The Step table and Bistrot chair are available in six colours. The table can also be paired 
with Bora, Bit or Net chairs which are available in Anthracite or Turtle Dove colours.

● produced from the fi nest quality raw materials
● designed and crafted in Italy, and made to conform                                                                                                                                          
   to European quality standards
● made and tested in accordance with EN 581/2/3                                                                                 
   regulations
● easy to clean and maintain
● simple to assemble and dismantle
● environmentally friendly, being 100% recyclable
● UV and weather-resistant

4 4
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ALFA

ND/248

ALFA

ND/246

ALFA

ND/240

ALFA

ND/059

H:85 x W:194.5 x D:71cm

The Alfa wheeled lounger with adjustable backrest will lay completely fl at for sunbathing.  It has a breathable synthetic fabric 
(which is replaceable in the event of accidental damage.)  It has small roller wheels set into the frame, is stackable, and 

extremely strong and hardwearing; the same model as supplied to international hotel groups and major cruise lines for use 
around their swimming pools.  The bed height is 30cms, it has armrests, and it is available in 4 colours as shown.

14

H:85 x W:194.5 x D:71cm

H:85 x W:194.5 x D:71cm

H:85 x W:194.5 x D:71cm

14

14

14
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BORA

ND/102

H:86 x W:58.5 x d:59cm

BIT

ND/180

H:83.5 x W:50 x D:55cm

NET

ND/184

H:81 x W:61 x D:56cm

DARSENA

ND/126

H:113.5 x W:59 x D:64.5cm

CLIP - NET

Designed and made in Italy the Clip table has a centre column and four legs, with Durel 80 x 80 cm tabletop. 
The top is fi xed with bolts, allowing for easy disassembly for storage, and the pedestal has height adjustable feet.

The Clip and Libeccio tables can be complemented with 
the stylish Bora, Bit, Net or Darsena Multi-Position 

Chairs.

Made of uniformly coloured fi breglass polypropylene resins with uv additives, these products are extremely tough, 
allowing sleek design without compromising durability. Available in Anthracite and Turtle Dove.

4.2 3.5

7.74
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CLIP

ND/113

W:80 x D:80cm

LIBECCIO

ND/101

W:160-220 x D:100cm.

LIBECCIO - BORA

The Libeccio rectangular table is a stunning six or 
eight seat table, extending from 160 to 220cms. 

The extension when not in use is stored underneath. 
It has a parasol hole and adjustable feet. The 

4 table legs which are made of aluminium and 
powder coated to match, screw into the table top 

for easy assembly. 
Available in Anthracite and Turtle Dove.

12.1

28.8



TEL: 01722 742763 
FAX: 01722 744351

Units 3 – 4, Netherhampton Business Centre,
Netherhampton, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP2 8PU

www.europaleisure.co.uk
sales@europaleisure.co.uk


